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Nonlinear optical probes of nucleation and crystal
growth: recent progress and future prospects

Ahmet R. Dok,†a Thibaut Legat, †a Yovan de Coene, b M. A. van der Veen, c

T. Verbiestb and Stijn Van Cleuvenbergen *a

In situ experimental studies have been key in uncovering the often elusive pathways of nucleation and

crystal growth. In the field of material science and medicine this offers the prospect of controlling

crystallization processes to fight disease or tailor materials towards specific applications. To further

advance this quest there is a need for flexible techniques mapping the different stages of crystallization

with maximal sensitivity. This article reviews the benefits of nonlinear optical techniques to take on this

challenge. We provide a perspective on various nucleation and crystal growth studies that were carried

out by nonlinear optical probing techniques. A theoretical background is established, different relevant

nonlinear optical phenomena are defined, and optical setups that have been used by various authors are

summarized. A primary focus is demonstrating the benefits of nonlinear optical techniques for the in situ

study of crystallization. These benefits include low detection limits, complementary information by

combining second- and third-order techniques, as well as relatively simple bench-top setups. Through

microscopy, high contrast imaging of concomitant formations can moreover be achieved. The

discussion outlines several studies involving ionic compounds, noble metal nanoparticles, polymers,

metal organic frameworks and pharmaceutical compounds. Finally, we discuss future evolutions in

nonlinear optical probing that are expected to further advance the field.

Introduction

Crystalline materials are ubiquitous in all realms of science,
industry and nature. They are essential components of modern
technologies, and determine the performance and processing
of pharmaceuticals, catalysts, molecular sieves, and so on.
Crystal structure, size and morphology govern physicochemical
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properties such as birefringence, band structure and solubility,
as well as downstream processing in industry. Although crystal-
line materials tend towards their thermodynamically most
stable configuration, crystal growth processes are typically
under kinetic control. This can result in the formation of
metastable crystals with distinct crystal structure and
properties, a phenomenon called polymorphism. For the
advancement of many technologies, precise control over crystal
phase and morphology is crucial. Currently, this ambition is
still undermined by a lack of understanding of the mechanisms
governing crystallization processes.

Nucleation, the first step in the formation of a new phase, is
considered of key importance since it determines crucial para-
meters such as polymorph outcome, crystal size distribution,
and morphology.1,2 Since the formation of a nucleus results in
an interfacial energy penalty, it presents a critical barrier to the
crystallization process. The height of this barrier depends on
the molecular arrangement of the nucleus in interaction with
its environment. In recent years, theoretical and experimental
findings have opened a window into the complexity of
nucleation processes.3–7 It has for instance been established
that classical nucleation theory, the paradigmatic framework
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developed by Gibbs, does not always adequately describe
nucleation processes in solution. Molecular dynamics
simulations and experimental observations in a wide range of
materials suggest more complex routes, involving amorphous
or liquid-like precursors that subsequently re-arrange to form
the crystal phase.

Competition between different phases can result in
structural transformations involving transient intermediates or
metastable phases.8 This is the basis of Ostwald’s rule of stages.
This empirical rule states that crystallization may proceed
through different metastable phases. The metastable phase with
the lowest interfacial energy is expected to form first.
Subsequently, a stepwise transformation to the most stable
polymorph can take place. If this transformation process is
incomplete, metastable phases can become kinetically trapped.
The latter opens routes to metastable materials with entirely new
properties. Detection of intermediates during the growth process
can be a first step towards isolating new phases.

Characterization of the complex dynamical pathways of
crystallization requires sensitive in situ measurement techniques.9

Such techniques should give insight in the evolution of physical
parameters such as crystal structure, morphology, size and
concentration. The chemistry of the system often plays a vital role
as well. X-Ray or neutron based techniques, offering structural
information at atomic length scales, are still considered as the gold
standard for crystallization studies. However, for diffraction based
techniques, crystalline domains of a certain size need to be formed
to be able to deduce the internal structure, while scattering based
techniques can only deduce size and shape. This means that for the
initial stage of nucleation, information on the internal structure
can hardly be attained with these techniques. Moreover, to study
fast processes such as nucleation a subsecond time resolution is
preferred. Yet, to reach sufficient time resolution it is generally
necessary to measure at synchrotron facilities. Since access to such
facilities is limited, more flexible probes are required for practical
multi-parameter studies. In situ spectroscopic techniques like
Raman, Infrared (IR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
have been applied to study crystal growth in a lab setting.10–13

Microscopic techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM),
cryo-transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and liquid cell TEM
have provided important insights into nucleation and growth
processes due to their high spatial resolution, but their broad
applicability is limited.14–16

Nonlinear optical (NLO) techniques have only been explored
sporadically, but have potential to bridge the gap between
synchrotron and the lab. NLO processes are inherently sensitive
to symmetry and are able to probe the supramolecular
organization of aggregates, clusters and crystals, hence they
can probe the internal structure at a much earlier stage then
diffraction techniques.17–21 In situ NLO scattering measurements
are able to extract information about concentration, size and
morphology of crystallites in solution at high time resolution.22

While scattering techniques offer an average picture, NLO
microscopy allows imaging concomitant pathways with optimal
contrast between different polymorphs.23 In this review we will
discuss the application of NLO techniques to study

crystallization in situ. We will lay out the basic theoretical and
technical aspects, and present an overview of selected studies
highlighting the potential of NLO measurements. We will limit
the discussion to time-resolved studies of crystallization
processes. We will focus on techniques based on harmonic
light generation, which has hitherto been the focus of the
great majority of NLO studies of crystallization processes.
These techniques are relatively straightforward and ideally
suited to derive structural information during the crystal growth
process. In the Prospects section of this review we will discuss
potential advantages of using nondegenerate NLO techniques such
as sum frequency generation or stimulated Raman scattering.

Theoretical aspects

When electromagnetic radiation interacts with molecules or
atoms the induced dipole moment is most accurately described
by a Taylor expansion in the electrical field E:21,24

l = l(1) + l(2) + l(3) + � � � = a�E + b:EE + c^EEE + � � � (1)

a, b and c are the polarizability, the first hyperpolarizability and
the second hyperpolarizability respectively. In general, these
quantities are frequency dependent. The induced polarization
of an entire material is then found as the sum of these induced
dipole moments.

P = P(1) + P(2) + P(3) + � � � = v(1)�E + v(2):EE + v(3)^EEE + � � �
(2)

v(1), v(2) and v(3) are the first, second and third susceptibilities,
related to the refractive index of the material. The v(1) term in
this expansion describes everyday phenomena such as refraction,
reflection and absorption of light, which is the field of linear
optics. Only when intense light beams interact with matter the
higher-order terms become relevant, which is the field of non-
linear optics. By considering the time-varying nature of the
electrical field of light, it can be shown that these higher order
terms generate light at new frequencies. The second-order term
gives rise to light at the double frequency, i.e. second harmonic
generation (SHG). Similarly, the third-order term gives rise to light
at the triple frequency, i.e. third harmonic generation (THG).
These processes can also be understood as a simultaneous
interaction with multiple photons, two for SHG, three for THG.
Although nonlinear optical effects had been predicted the first
time in 1931 by Maria Goeppert Mayer in her doctoral thesis, it
was only after the invention of the laser that Franken and co-
workers could first demonstrate SHG from a quartz crystal in
1961.25

As mentioned, we will limit the discussion to processes
where the excitation beams have the same frequency, resulting
in harmonic light generation. Interaction of beams with
different frequencies results in generation of light at sum and
difference frequencies, which can be used to probe resonances
of specific chemical species. Up until now this possibility has
not been widely explored for the in situ study of phase
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transformations. We will discuss this possibility in the final
section of this paper.

To retrieve structural information in terms of symmetry and
orientation through NLO experiments, the tensorial nature of
v(2) and v(3) becomes relevant

P
2ð Þ
i ¼

X
j;k

w 2ð Þ
ijk EjEk (3)

P
3ð Þ
i ¼

X
j;k;l

w 2ð Þ
ijk EjEkEl (4)

with i, j, k, l referring to the Cartesian coordinates. v(2) and v(3)

are third and fourth-rank tensors, containing 27 and 81 elements
respectively. However, the number of nonzero tensor elements
can be reduced significantly by symmetry arguments. The most
drastic example of this is illustrated by the effect of an inversion
centre on the v(2) tensor. Since under inversion symmetry the
electric field and the polarization transform as E -�E and P -

�P respectively, we find for eqn (3):

�P 2ð Þ
i ¼

X
j;k

w 2ð Þ
ijk EjEk (5)

By comparing eqn (3) and (5) it becomes clear that all tensor
components of v(2) must be zero for centrosymmetric materials
(within the electric-dipole approximation). Remark that this is
also the case for the highly symmetric cubic O (432) point
group, although it is in fact non-centrosymmetric. Analogously
v(2) and v(3) transform in a predictable manner for different
symmetry elements and point groups. In this manner discri-
mination between crystals of different symmetry becomes
possible by employing polarimetric analysis.20,26 This principle
is particularly useful when applied to crystallization studies.
Several excellent articles and books discuss this topic in more
detail.21,27–29

Depending on the nature of the interacting light and the
probed material different phenomena arise, we will discuss the
different possibilities below.

Hyper-Rayleigh scattering of molecules

For molecules or particles much smaller than the wavelength
the NLO interaction results in hyper-Rayleigh scattering
(HRS).30 In fact, HRS is the nonlinear equivalent of the Rayleigh
regime in linear scattering. Exactly like Rayleigh scattering,
HRS is isotropic, which means that for vertically polarized
incident light, the scattered light intensity is identical for all
scattering angles.

Within the electric dipole approximation, b-induced HRS
can only occur for noncentrosymmetric molecules, while
c-induced HRS is allowed for species of all symmetries.
For uncorrelated scatterers, the second and third harmonic
intensity depend linearly on the number of scatterers n.

I2o B nh|bHRS|2iIo2 (6)

I3o B nh|gHRS|2iIo3 (7)

with Io the incident intensity and I2o and I3o the scattered
intensity at the double and triple frequency. The orientationally
averaged first and second hyperpolarizability h|bHRS|2i and
h|gHRS|2i are in general a linear combination of 27 and 81
molecular tensor components. These quantities relate b and c

expressed in the molecular framework to the laboratory
framework. Depending on the refractive index of the solvent
appropriate local field factors must be accounted for as well.

Polarimetric measurements can provide information about
the molecular symmetry. In principle a combination of linear,
elliptical and circular polarization for the incoming and out-
going light is necessary to achieve full polarization resolved
data.31 Alternatively, the depolarization ratio r can serve as a
simple measure to interrogate symmetry.32,33 The depolarization
ratio is usually defined as the ratio of the intensity of vertically to
horizontally polarized scattered light, for vertically polarized
incident light:

r2o ¼
IVVð2oÞ
IHVð2oÞ

(8)

r3o ¼
IVVð3oÞ
IHVð3oÞ

(9)

In these equations the first subscript refers to the polarization of
scattered light, the second to the polarization of the incident light.
Since the symmetry rules for b- and c-induced HRS are different,
both processes provide complementary information.31,34,35

For high molecular symmetries the depolarization ratio can be
calculated exactly: r2o is 1.5 for an octupolar scatterer, and 5 for a
dipolar scatterer with a dominant bzzz component, while r3o is
infinite for an isotropic scatterer and can be as low as 1.6 for more
ordered scatterers.31,34 In general the depolarization ratio does not
unambiguously point to a specific symmetry, since it is a function
of all nonvanishing tensor components. However, both quantities
are very sensitive to symmetry and can be taken as a qualitative
measure of structural changes. By using polarizing prisms, the
evolution of r2o and r3o can be recorded in a single measurement,
which makes it convenient for dynamic measurements.

Before the onset of crystallization, the solute molecules are
present in high concentration. In a crystallization experiment,
this signal can be considered as the background that needs to
be overcome in order to detect the presence of aggregates or the
formation of nuclei and crystallites. The solvent molecules
will also contribute to this background signal, both through
second- and third-order NLO effects. At the third harmonic
wavelength it has been demonstrated by Shelton et al. that the
main contribution stems from Rayleigh scattered coherent
THG.36 However, by using circularly polarized light as
excitation this contribution can be avoided, as THG becomes
symmetry forbidden in isotropic media in this case.24

Hyper-Rayleigh scattering of small particles

For ensembles of molecules with fixed relative positions, specific
phase relations result in the appearance of coherent effects within
the structure. As long as these ensembles are small compared to the
scattered wavelength, they can still be considered as point sources.
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The resulting scattering is isotropic, and termed HRS. When
particles become large compared to the wavelength, phase differ-
ences between light generated at different points within the
structure result in constructive and destructive interference, and
the scattered intensity becomes angle dependent. At that point the
Rayleigh limit is surpassed and scattering is termed harmonic
light scattering. This threshold is taken to be around l/50, with l
the wavelength of the scattered light. This corresponds to a
diameter of about 5–10 nm for excitation wavelengths typically
used in NLO experiments.17

For small particles within the Rayleigh limit, the HRS
response of the ensemble can be described as:

I2o B n0h|w(2)
HRS|2iIo2 (10)

I3o B n0h|w(3)
HRS|2iIo3 (11)

h|w(2)
HRS|2i and h|w(3)

HRS|2i represent the orientationally averaged
second and third susceptibility. As before, the total intensity
depends linearly on the number of particles. For a mixture of
scatterers, e.g. solvent molecules, monomers and clusters, the total
intensity is then found as the sum of all correlated and uncorrelated
scatterers. Since the NLO response from the bulk of the ensemble
depends on the radius to the sixth power (R6 or V2), the contribution
of correlated ensembles can quickly overtake the incoherent back-
ground when R becomes larger. As before, the depolarization ratio
serves as a measure to probe the symmetry of the particles. For b-
induced HRS, v(2)

bulk becomes zero for centrosymmetric ensembles
which would result in an effective decrease in total intensity upon
assembly. For c-induced HRS such strict symmetry restrictions are
not in place, unless exceptionally for specific polarization combina-
tions, and an increase with R is expected, as the response depends
on R6. In the case of non-centrosymmetric ensembles, both
responses will increase as R increases.

Under the assumption that intermolecular electronic interac-
tions can be neglected, the bulk response of molecular crystals
corresponds to the coherent sum of the molecular contributions:37

wð2ÞIJK ¼ N � f ðoÞ2f ð2oÞ 1
Ng

X
ijk

XNg

s¼1
cos yðsÞIi cos yðsÞJj cos y

ðsÞ
Kk

 !
bijk

(12)

wð3ÞIJKL¼N �f ðoÞ3f ð3oÞ 1
Ng

X
ijkl

XNg

s¼1
cosyðsÞIi cosy

ðsÞ
Jj cosy

ðsÞ
Kkcosy

ðsÞ
Ll

 !
gijkl

(13)

In these equations I, J, K and L refer to the macroscopic
(laboratory) framework, i, j, k and l refer to the microscopic
(crystallographic) framework. f are local field factors. N is the
number density, Ng the number of molecules in the unit cell.
In case no clear unit cell can be defined N equals the concen-
tration and Ng = 1. Remark that these relations assume fixed
positions and that for dynamical species such as clusters and
even nuclei orientational and positional fluctuations can exist.
In these cases the overall correlation can be described more
adequately by a statistical distribution.38,39 For small species
the surface contribution can become important as well.

Surface susceptibilities can be introduced to account for this
contribution.40 Since centrosymmetry is broken by default at
interfaces, a second-order surface response is present even for
centrosymmetric particles.

Coherent harmonic light scattering of extended particles

Once particles become larger than around 5–10 nm (l/50), detect-
able coherent effects emerge. The respective scattering processes
are now termed second and third harmonic scattering (SHS, THS).
In order to include the angle-dependence it is convenient to
introduce an effective susceptibility G for the ensemble:40

I2o B n0|G(2)[F(y,f,R),v(2)]|2Io
2 (14)

I3o � n0jG 3ð Þ½Fðy;f;RÞ; v 3ð Þ�j2Io3 (15)

The intensity depends linearly on the particle concentration
n0. F and F are form factors, analogous to linear scattering.
They relate the size and shape of the particle to the in-plane and
out-of-plane scattering angles y and f. Through analysis of the
scattered intensity at different angles information about shape,
size and dispersity can be derived. Usually only the in-plane
scattering angle is considered. The nonlinear optical properties
of the crystallites, governed by v(2) and v(3), have a strong
influence on the polarization dependence of the scattering
pattern. Polarimetric measurements hence give insight into
the structure of the ensemble. Since v(2) exclusively probes
noncentrosymmetric domains and surfaces while v(3) probes
all symmetries, complementary information about domain
sizes or concomitant processes can be extracted by combining
both techniques. Moreover, since the bulk response depends
on R6 (or V2), information about crystallinity can be extracted
during growth processes by comparing the fitted particle radius
and the intensity. In absence of a bulk response, surface and
quadrupolar contributions can become important sources of
SHS for centrosymmetric species. These contributions can be
included in the effective susceptibility G as well.40

Harmonic light generation of large particles

When particles become substantially larger than the wave-
length, full phase matching occurs.41 The size-dependent
angular scattering pattern collapses and emission tends towards
the phase-matched directions in reflection and transmission.42

At this point the processes are termed second and third
harmonic generation (SHG, THG). The threshold for full phase
matching to occur can be as large as 20 micrometers, however
already for micrometer sized particles scattering at higher angles
becomes negligible.17 For particles in this size range, size
information can be extracted directly from SHG and THG
imaging techniques. The intensity per particle is related to the
NLO properties of the material as:

I2o B |v(2)|2Io
2 (16)

I3o B |v(3)|2Io
3 (17)

The orientation of large particles is normally fixed and
orientational averaging is not required. In this case the
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number of experimentally accessible observables increases
significantly.27,29 Since the signal for large particles is significantly
higher, full polarimetric analysis during crystallization
becomes realistic at high time resolution.43,44 Even when full
characterization of the v(2) and v(3) tensor is not possible,
techniques such as Fourier or principle component analysis can
be applied to discriminate between crystal structures or to probe
local order, with the added advantage that these techniques are
significantly faster in terms of data analysis.43–45

Experimental aspects

Since HRS is isotropic there is no additional information to be
gained by measuring at multiple angles, and in general detection
is performed at 901. Classically, b-induced HRS was measured by
introducing an optical bandpass filter at the second harmonic
wavelength in front of a photomultiplier tube.30 However, multi-
photon emission (MPE) at the same wavelength often results in
an overestimation of the HRS response. In order to discriminate
between both contributions several schemes aimed at separation
in the spectral, temporal and frequency domain have been
developed.46–49 While experimentally equivalent, c-induced
HRS was only first measured two decades later.35 In order to
measure both b- and c-induced HRS simultaneously it is con-
venient to detect the scattered light with a spectrometer-CCD
combination (Fig. 1a). In this manner both contributions can be
detected simultaneously and potential MPE can be accounted for
by subtracting the broader fluorescent background. This way of
measuring has the additional advantage that MPE signal can
provide additional information about aggregation, molecular
configuration, crystal packing and polymorphism.50 By
introducing a Wollaston prism in the detection path, the
scattered light can be separated in its horizontal and vertical
components and the depolarization ratio can be determined in a
single measurement.

Once particles grow larger than l/50 size and shape information
becomes available through measurement at different angles.
Classically angle-dependent scattering patterns are measured by
rotating a single detector around the sample on a goniometer arm.
Since this way of measuring is time-consuming, alternative
measurement schemes are preferable. Some of us have
implemented a Fourier imaging scheme which allows
simultaneous measurement of harmonic light scattering at
multiple angles over a wide angular range, significantly
improving acquisition times.51 By introducing polarizing sheets
in the detection path multiple polarization combinations can
be detected simultaneously, giving insight in crystal symmetry
(Fig. 1b). A disadvantage of this way of measuring is that
potential MPE at the second harmonic wavelength cannot be
separated from harmonic light scattering. However, since the
fluorescence signal is isotropic, the angle dependence of the
detected signal can be attributed unambiguously to the harmonic
light scattering contribution. Alternatively, measurement at
different angles with multiple detectors can measure angle-
dependent scattering for dynamical processes. Coupled to a

spectrometer, this way of measuring moreover allows simulta-
neous detection of second and third harmonic light scattering.

For particles larger than the diffraction limit, microscopy
techniques provide information about size, shape, local
orientation and structure (Fig. 1c). An advantage of microscopy
techniques is that concomitant processes can be imaged

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of setups measuring (a) hyper-Rayleigh
scattering, (b) angle-dependent second harmonic scattering through
Fourier imaging (ref. 52), (c) polarimetric NLO microscopy (ref. 43). WP =
wave-plate, LP = long pass filter, BP = band pass filter, L = lens, EOM =
electro-optic modulator. The fundamental beam is depicted in red, the
second and third harmonic light in green and blue respectively.
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directly, where scattering techniques measure an averaged
signal. Simultaneous detection of SHG, THG and MPE can be
implemented by making use of multiple detectors or by
implementing microspectroscopy schemes. For polarimetric
analysis electro-optic modulators enable high-frequency mod-
ulation of the polarization state, providing temporal resolution
in the millisecond range, while at the same time significantly
reducing 1/f noise.43–45 The great majority of multiphoton
microscopes make use of high frequency (typically 80 MHz)
laser sources and scanning schemes, but recent developments
in biological imaging highlight some advantages in implementing
wide-field multiphoton microscopy. In wide-field microscopy
images are captured in a single shot, greatly improving image
throughput.52 Moreover, coupled to lower frequency (kHz)
sources, gated detection becomes possible and thermal effects
can be avoided.53 This holds great promise for measurement of
photosensitive samples. In crystallization studies this approach
might also help minimizing unwanted effects such as laser-
induced nucleation.

Discussion

NLO characterization techniques have been used in a wide
range of in situ crystallization studies. These techniques are not
limited to specific classes of materials and can be found in the
fields of inorganic, organic and hybrid metal–organic chemistry.
In this review, some key articles have been selected and the key
takeaway points were summarized. The aim was to highlight the
benefits that harmonic scattering can bring in characterizing the
complex dynamical pathways of crystallization. The discussion
will include ionic compounds, noble metal nanoparticles,
polymers, metal organic frameworks, proteins, as well as a
section dedicated to SHG microscopy in organic materials.

Inorganics

Noble metal nanoparticles. Nanoparticles consisting of
noble metals are a widely researched topic due to their
potential applications in the field of biomedicine, photonics
and optoelectronics.54–57 Most of these applications are attributed
to their highly tunable localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR), the coherent collective oscillation of electrons in the
conduction band. This optical response can be tuned by varying
size, shape, and the dielectric functions of the particle and
medium. Thus, structural control during synthesis is of the
utmost importance. However, optimization of synthesis routes
has hitherto been mainly empirical and rational design strategies
to reliably exert control over their structure are still lacking.
Therefore, a detailed insight into nucleation and growth
mechanisms is required.54,57 Several studies made use of SHS to
probe the formation of gold nanoparticles. Although the bulk of
these particles is centrosymmetric (face centered cubic), symmetry
breaking at the surface or through surface defects and deviations
from perfect sphericity can result in measurable SHS. For larger
particles (4 l/50) the electric field is no longer uniform over the
particle volume and quadrupolar effects start to contribute to the

SHS signal. Plasmonic hotspots can significantly magnify NLO
effects due to strong near-field enhancements.58 These optical
properties provide a unique opportunity to monitor the evolution
of experimentally elusive parameters giving rise to plasmonic
effects, such as shape, surface roughness and interparticle
distance.58

Senapati et al. used SHS complemented with real-time TEM
to monitor the formation of star shape gold nanocrystals
synthesized using a seed-mediated growth process. The
synthesis of the gold nanoparticles was performed by addition
of ascorbic acid, cetryltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
and silver nitrate, following the preparation of gold nanoseeds
from a gold tetrachloride solution. In situ SHS at 901 (without
polarization analysis) enabled measuring the kinetics and
shape evolution during synthesis. Due to the sensitivity of
SHS towards shape and size, different hyperpolarizabilities
could be derived for each shape. From the derived kinetic
models, the transient number densities of the various inter-
mediates could be obtained. In conjunction with TEM and time
dependent absorption spectroscopy, the formation of star
shaped structures from gold nanoseeds was found to evolve
through nano-flower and crown shape configurations. The
results showed several steps controlling the shape and size of
star shaped gold nanoparticles. Initial formation and accumu-
lation of nanoseeds was followed by Ostwald ripening forming
the nano-flowered structures. Next, through control of CTAB,
an intraparticle ripening process directed the final form to star
shaped particles via the nanocrown structure.54

Sauerbeck et al. exploited the surface sensitivity of the SHS
technique to study the seeded growth of gold nanoshells on
silica surfaces using a scattering angle of 201 with vertical in
and out polarizations. Following adsorption, ripening took
place through formaldehyde reduction of a dark-aged solution
of gold tetrachloride and potassium carbonate. In situ SHS
measurements were combined with vis-NIR extinction spectro-
scopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In comparison,
SHS was strikingly sensitive to growth processes at the particle
surface. This can be explained by the quadratic dependence
between the second harmonic- and fundamental field. When
gold structures grow bigger on the surface, plasmonic coupling
between different gold islands occurs, leading to strong field
enhancements. This was further confirmed by finite-difference
time-domain simulations. Indeed, SHS showed a maximum
during shell growth which was not observed with extinction
spectroscopy. Next, as the gaps between gold islands on the
surface closed, degeneration of local field enhancements
resulted in a strong decrease in SHS intensity.55

Khoury et al. employed SHS to study the growth kinetics and
the evolution of surface roughness for the seed-mediated
growth process of gold nanoparticles in water for different
synthesis conditions.56 Gold nanoparticles were prepared by
using hydroquinone as a reducing agent, while the gold seeds
were synthesized using sodium citrate and gold tetrachloride.
Different sizes of particles were prepared by adding various
amounts of seeds to the gold tetrachloride solution. The system
was monitored in situ by SHS in transmission (1801), without
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polarization analysis, and with in situ extinction spectroscopy
and TEM. These measurements revealed a two-step growth
mechanism. The first stage was attributed to inhomogeneous
growth of particles with rough surfaces giving rise to plasmonic
hotspots, resulting in a peak of SHS intensity. In the second
stage, an exponential decay of the SHS response corresponded
to smoothening of the particle surface resulting in a decrease in
hotspots. The resulting SHS data were fitted with an exponential
function to retrieve nanoparticle growth lifetimes. In accordance
with previous reports, it was found that the growth rate was
proportional with the amount of precursor seeds used during
synthesis.56

Ranasinghe et al. used the same technique to interrogate the
growth dynamics of colloidal gold–silver core–shell nanoparticles.59

Nanoparticles with varying sizes were prepared in solution by
reducing Ag+ onto the surface of a gold core with ascorbic acid.
Unlike the previous study for gold nanoparticles, a three-step
model was proposed for the growth dynamics of the gold–silver
core–shell nanoparticles. Again, a peak in SHS intensity was
attributed to the rapid and inhomogeneous growth of the shell
resulting in rough surfaces. A biexponential decay of the SHS
response then followed the initial stage. The associated growth
lifetimes were correlated to a fast and slow SHS lifetime
through complementary extinction spectra. The fast SHS life-
time corresponded with the second step of the model leading to
a complete and smooth silver shell resulting in a decrease of
SHS intensity. The third step, associated with the slow SHS
lifetime was the result of a decreasing surface charge density, in
agreement with zeta potential measurements.59

de Coene et al. performed an extensive investigation on the
mechanisms behind the classic Turkevich reduction with an
emphasis on the poorly understood earliest stages and
the onset of plasmonic effects.57 The study showed that the
Turkevich synthesis proceeds through a state of reversible

aggregation of liquid domains forming loose aggregates. The
gold nanoparticle growth process was tracked dynamically
through SHS and THS (without polarization analysis) and
MPE at 901. SHS provided information on symmetry breaking
at the particle surface and surface roughness, while THS
probed the bulk response for particles and intermediates of
all symmetries. Spectrally resolved MPE was used to pinpoint the
transition between molecular and metallic behavior resulting in
a shift in emission wavelength. Through simultaneous detection
of SHS, THS and MPE, in conjunction with ex situ dynamic light
scattering (DLS) and TEM measurements, a complete picture
of the growth mechanism appeared. The reaction stages are
illustrated in Fig. 2.

In stage I, a steady increase in SHS and THS indicated the
formation of the first scattering sites with the solution going
from colorless to light gray (1–3 minutes). A steep initial
increase in MPE intensity corresponded to the formation of
gold nanoclusters. Interestingly, DLS showed signatures of
much larger particles, which was attributed to the formation
of dense liquid droplets, preceding the nucleation of the
smaller nanoclusters in a two-step nucleation process. In stage
II, a fast increase in all signals was ascribed to coalescence of
nuclei within the dense droplets forming plasmonic particles.
This was further supported by spectral deconvolution of the
MPE indicating a red shift in emission due to the transition
from gold clusters to metallic particles. A comparatively fast
increase in SHS signal indicated surface roughness, resulting in
plasmonic hotspots as discussed earlier. In stage III (see Fig. 2),
the solution went from dark to red upon formation of
individual gold nanoparticles following particle repulsion,
while stage IV was marked by further particle ripening. A more
rapid decrease in SHS, compared to THS, points towards
dramatic changes at the surface during this stage and is most
likely due to particle smoothening.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the different stages of nanoparticle formation during the first 5 minutes of the Turkevich synthesis. T = 0 marks the
moment where both reactants (HAuCl4 and Na3Ct) were mixed. Blue, black and red dots show MPE, SHS and THS intensities respectively. The formation
of the dense liquid domains in stage I is followed by nucleation, after which agglomeration to superclusters leads to plasmonic particle aggregates in
stage II. Particle repulsion and ripening in stage III and IV respectively lead to the final product. The excitation wavelength was 1260 nm, with 0.5 s
integration time. Adapted with permission from ref. 57. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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Ionic compounds. NLO probing techniques were employed
for the study of in situ growth of inorganic compounds such as
ZnO particles and Iron Iodate (Fe(IO3)3).60,61

ZnO semiconductor quantum dots have unique electrical
and optical properties and find potential applications in
electronic devices such as solar cells and light emitting diodes.
Aimed at applications, the formation of particles with well-
defined properties is essential. However, studies into the
mechanisms of nucleation and crystal growth remain rare,
due to the fast kinetics of ZnO. Segets et al. used HRS to
monitor the different stages in the synthesis of sub-10 nm ZnO
nanoparticles.62 Compared to the other methods available for
monitoring nanoparticle formation in liquids, HRS appeared as
a superior technique to resolve the underlying kinetics,
providing a millisecond time resolution (Fig. 3a).

The authors distinguished four stages in the crystallization
process based on the HRS time trace. These corresponded to (I)
only one reactant (before mixing) (II) nucleation (III) growth
and (IV) ripening regions. The data were treated with classical
homogenous growth models and quantitative nucleation,
growth and ripening rates could be determined. Furthermore,

realistic estimates of size-dependent surface energies could be
obtained, which would otherwise be experimentally inaccessible.62

By combining 901 HRS with UV-VIS measurements, a relation
between the hyperpolarizability ßZnO and the particle diameter
could moreover be established. A power law with an index
approaching the value of three was a good indication that the
measured intensities were predominantly volume signals. These
results are provided in Fig. 3b. Four different regions of the
particle evolution could be monitored with millisecond time
resolution from the HRS intensity signals.

Time resolved SHS measurements at 901 angle were
performed by El-Kass et al. to monitor the kinetics and crystal
growth of iron iodate nanorods from initial reverse micro-
emulsions prepared in a Triton/cylcohexane/1-hexanol/water
quaternary system.60 In this study SHS was used to determine
two specific transitions in the crystallization process, which
were measured at two different temperatures (RT and 80 1C).
The HRS intensities of the reactions at temperatures RT and 80 1C
are provided in Fig. 4a and b respectively. The transition times
correspond to (A) the appearance of 10–20 nm agglomerates and
(B) the onset of crystal growth, and were found to be very
reproducible. At the respective transition times determined by
SHS, the crystallization process was later quenched by centrifuga-
tion, and analyzed by TEM and XRD. The formation of crystalline
nanorods was attributed to an aggregation-induced mechanism,
and it was found that the kinetics of the transformations was
strongly temperature-dependent. The overall HRS response for
both crystallization temperatures was similar, but the crystal-
lization time decreased from B3000 to B75 min when the
temperature was raised from RT to 80 1C (Fig. 4b). The authors
observed that shorter nanorods were obtained at 80 1C.60

In another study performed by Mugnier et al., the formation
of iron iodate nanorods water-in-oil microemulsions were
investigated with SHS.61 Similarly to the article by El-Kass
et al.,60 the SHS intensity trace was used to identify transitions
between different steps in the crystallization process. Hence,
four different steps (A–D) of the crystallization process of iron
iodate could be identified, and were further analyzed by DLS,
TEM and XRD. It was found that nanorods were formed by
oriented aggregation of 10–20 nm amorphous nanoparticles.
The intermicellar exchange of reactants and the aggregation
mechanism were found to depend on the microemulsion
composition.

The authors concluded that SHS appears as a fast and non-
destructive technique to probe the real-time crystallization and
formation dynamics of acentric nanoparticles in microemulsions.

Organics

Polymers. Polythiophene systems are conjugated polymer
systems which have received widespread attention due to their
electro-optical and photophysical properties depending on
their supramolecular organization. By combining in situ SHS,
THS and MPE measurements with UV-vis absorption, DLS and
circular dichroism (CD), Moris et al. studied the supramolecular
aggregation mechanism of poly(3-alkylthiophene) (P3AT) and
derivatives. Through polarized NLO measurements, they

Fig. 3 (a) HRS intensities during the early stages of precipitation of ZnO
monitored for three different time resolutions (blue circles, 100 ms; green
squares, 50 ms; red crosses, 20 ms). Four different regions can be
discerned (I) only one reactant (II) nucleation (III) growth and (IV) ripening.
(b) Relation between hyperpolarizability, ßZnO, and particle size in nm is
in line with a bulk response. Reprinted with permission from ref. 62.
Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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observed the different steps of the self-assembly process in
unprecedented detail.63–65

In a first study, regioregular P3AT polymer aggregation was
initiated either by lowering the quality of the solvent (chloroform)
by addition of a non-solvent (methanol), or by decreasing the
temperature when dissolved in hexanol. Upon addition of non-
solvent, self-assembly into micro-crystalline aggregates was
triggered at a threshold concentration of 33% (v/v) methanol.
This transition resulted in clear changes in UV-vis, MPE, CD, SHS
and THS. Remarkably, the authors observed an increase in SHS
intensity even before the phase transition was triggered. In this
region, the classical spectroscopic techniques could not detect any
significant change. In the absence of clusters, a linearity should
exist between the monomer concentration and SHS intensity (see
eqn (10)). Here, strong deviations from linearity indicated the
formation of clusters (see eqn (12)).63 A similar kinetic trace was
found for the THS signal. In conjunction with DLS measurements
this increase could be attributed to equilibrium clusters, several
hundreds of nm in size, preceding crystallization. Additional
insight into the structure of these clusters was gained through
depolarization measurements for SHS and THS. Along with the
absence of electronic coupling corroborated by electronic spectro-
scopy, the results were in line with loosely structured polymer–
solvent clusters of octupolar symmetry. After the phase transition,

electronic spectroscopy and circular dichroism indicated
planarization of the polymer backbone and aggregation into
microcrystalline structures. This also explained the strong
increase in THS intensity, due to the planarized polymer back-
bone resulting in increased conjugation. During aggregation and
planarization of the system no sizeable change in depolarization
ratios for SHS and THS was observed. This indicated a similarity
between the symmetry of the clusters in the low methanol regime
and the final aggregate. In DLS a reduction in size was observed,
pointing to the expulsion of solvent molecules upon transition
from the loosely bound clusters to the microcrystallites. These
results are in line with the nonclassical prenucleation cluster
model proposed by Gebauer et al.7

A second study by Moris et al. unraveled the aggregation
mechanism for chiral star shaped P3AT.64 In line with earlier
results, a rise of SHS in the low methanol region up to 35% (v/v)
indicated the appearance of prenucleation clusters with
octupolar structure (r2o B 2), as shown in Fig. 5. A second
region shows a steep decrease of SHS, as the THS intensity
starts to increase slightly, attributed to the planarization of the
polymer backbone. Additional CD data showed no electronic
coupling between the polymer chains in the cluster in this
second stage. A third region above 45% (v/v) addition of the
non-solvent resulted in a steep increase of THS, while SHS
continued to decrease slightly. These results were attributed to
the further planarization of the backbone and increased
conjugation. This was confirmed by UV/vis, CD and MPE
spectra. Unlike the P3AT system from the first study, some
peculiar changes occurred for the depolarization ratios. While
this stayed constant for SHS throughout the different regions,
the THS ratio dropped significantly in value indicating a
structural switch.64

Both studies by Moris et al. discussed above demonstrated
the formation of polymer–solvent clusters acting as pre-
organized micro-environments preceding crystallization upon
addition of non-solvent. Hence, the interaction between the
solute/solvent and solvent/non-solvent system should play an
important role during the aggregation process. In a third study,
the effect of the solvent on the self-assembly process of the
P3AT system has been investigated as well, by using thiophene
and tetrahydrofuran (THF) as solvent with methanol as the
non-solvent.65 For the thiophene system a three-step process
occurred, from the pre-organization of polymers and solvent
into clusters, through a reorganization of an intermediate
structure which is not fully assembled yet, to the final structure.
In THF an even different assembly process was witnessed.
Initially small amounts of comparatively much smaller clusters
were observed. At higher concentrations of non-solvent, planar-
ization of the polymer background is accompanied by the
formation of large aggregates that are structurally different
from the initial clusters. Finally, rearrangements in structure
lead to better stacking, followed by a breakage of aggregates in
smaller assemblies.

The studies of Moris et al. demonstrate a remarkable
influence of experimental conditions on the self-assembly
mechanism of polythiophene compounds, both in terms of

Fig. 4 HRS intensity during the crystallization of iron iodate nanorods at
(a) RT and (b) 80 1C. Specific transitions for both reaction were identified
and labelled tc and tp. tc is defined as the crystallization time once a rapidly
growing HRS response is detected. A quasi linear increase in the HRS
response is then observed. tp is defined as the onset of a final stage where
a plateau is reached. Note that the authors use the term HRS, while strictly
speaking SHS is the appropriate term due to the size of the nanorods.
Adapted with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society.
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mechanism and final structure. This is indicative of a complex
free-energy landscape with many kinetically accessible close-
lying states.

The possibility of probing formation of aggregates and
clusters in solution, which are thought to play a vital role in
crystallization processes, had been explored earlier in other
systems. Ward et al. measured the SHS intensity of urea solutions
as a function of concentration.66 Although the measurements were
performed by SHS microscopy without selection of polarization
state, similar conclusions were drawn. At higher concentrations,
deviations of SHS intensity were observed from the expected model
which were attributed to semi-ordered urea clusters in the
solution.66 In earlier studies by Mukhopadhyay et al. the SHS
response was varied through the formation and dissociation of
supramolecular complexes.67 Here a titration experiment was
performed by addition of a complementary cryptand to the aza
cryptands functionalized with p-acceptor groups. The resulting SHS
response was measured at a 901 scattering angle. Complexes
formed through hydrogen bonding resulted in an increase of
SHS intensity. The results showed a linear increase of the intensity
with a maximum being reached at a molar ratio of 1 : 1. Addition of
methanol to the solution lead to dissociation of the complexes due
to competition to form H-bonds, resulting in a decrease of SHS.67

Similar effects were studied earlier by Ray et al. through the self-
assembly of melamine and cyanuric acid complexes.68

Metal organic frameworks. Metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) can be considered as porous, 3D-extended metal
coordination complexes consisting of metal ions linked
together by organic linker molecules. MOFs have received

significant attention due to their modular building principle
which can be optimized towards intrinsic properties such as
high surface areas, porosity, crystallinity and stability. The
tunability of these properties opens up a wide range of
potential applications ranging from gas separation and storage,
to catalysis and medical diagnostics.69–73 MOFs can adopt
various ligand conformations resulting in various supramole-
cular conformational isomers.70 Several studies have exploited
the symmetry sensitivity of NLO techniques to study crystal-
lization in MOFs ex situ.71–74 The nucleation and growth
mechanisms of MOFs have been an active topic of debate in
the last decade or so, with a strong emphasis on in situ studies.
Some of us made use of angle-dependent SHS to study a room-
temperature synthesis protocol of ZIF-8, a member of the
zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) family.51 In order to
monitor the fast crystallization process, an angle resolved
SHS setup was developed. Scattering patterns could be collected
simultaneously over an angular range of up to 401 with high
time resolution, by implementing a Fourier imaging scheme
coupled to a CCD camera (Fig. 1b). By insertion of polarizers in
the detection path, depolarization ratios could be determined
as well. After an initial induction time of about 5 minutes, the
SHS intensity increased. At the same time an increasingly more
forward directed pattern was observed, in line with particle
growth as shown in Fig. 6a. To extract size and shape
information, a nonlinear Rayleigh–Gans–Debye (RGD) model
was adopted indicating growth of almost spherical particles
reaching a radius of 400 nm with narrow size distribution
(Fig. 6b). Depolarization measurements were in line with the

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the aggregation process of the star shaped P3AT polymer in a solvent/non-solvent system shown in function of the
SHS intensity (I2o at 430 nm), THS intensity (I3o at 433 nm) and depolarization ratio for percentage of non-solvent added. The SHS and THS data were
obtained with an acquisition time of 2 s. The electronic spectroscopy of the aggregation process is also shown: at 610 nm dynamic UV/Vis absorption and
CD at 460 and 510 nm. The different stages represent (a) isolated polymer; (b) randomly coiled polymer clusters and (c) partially planarized clusters, to (d)
final structure with the arrows showing the octupolar character. Adapted with permission form ref. 64. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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thermodynamic I%43m space group (Td) of ZIF-8 (Fig. 6c).
Through the same RGD model the particle concentration could
be retrieved (Fig. 6b). Initially a sharp decrease of the number
of particles with growth was observed, after which growth
slowed down and plateaued. These observations are in line
with a nucleation model where particle growth initially occurs

by coalescence followed by monomer addition.51 Finally, the
data were treated with a classical homogenous growth model,
giving insight into nucleation, growth and ripening rates.

Although this was the first study that made use of angle-
dependent SHS to study a fast crystallization process, Clays
et al. had used the technique earlier to study solubilization of
purple membrane consisting of patches of the protein
bacteriorhodopsin. This was possible by rotating a detector in
discrete steps around the sample during the slow process
taking up to 117 hours. Contrary to the crystallization of
ZIF-8 discussed above, the scattering patterns showed a broadening
of the coherent contribution in the forward direction over time,
caused by a decrease of particle size or coherence length.75

Xie et al. performed similar solubilization studies on
4-dimethylamino-40-nitro-azobenzene (DNAB) particles by sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles. Although only a single angle was
measured, the evolution of the HRS intensity could be followed.76

To understand the structural changes during the solubilization
process of DNAB in the water/SDS system, polarization resolved
HRS was measured at 901. Until the critical micellar concentration
(CMC) was reached, a very low HRS response was observed due
to the formation of H-aggregates of DNAB molecules. An
incremental increase of the SDS concentration caused a steep
increase of the HRS signal until a maximum was reached. The
change in HRS response was attributed to the formation of
J-aggregates, after dispersion into smaller particles and
detachment of DNAB molecules from the particle surface. In the
last stage, at high SDS concentrations, the HRS intensity
decreased to a final value of half the maximum intensity. This
response was purely attributed to the DNAB molecules, after all
particles were dissolved. This was further confirmed by the
depolarization ratio, showing C2V type symmetry typical for DNAB
molecules.76

Pharmaceuticals. The group of Garth Simpson at Purdue has
spearheaded the use of polarization resolved SHG microscopy
to study crystallization kinetics of pharmaceutical compounds.
By coupling fast polarization switching through electro-optical
modulation with statistical methods such as Fourier or
principle components analysis, structural information can be
retrieved with maximal sensitivity and discriminating power.
A main benefit of SHG microscopy is that it allows for rapid
analysis of large volumes with high selectivity.

Hall et al. were able to directly observe transient polymorph
changes according to Ostwald’s rule of stages in amino acid
solutions by SHG microscopy.77 For racemic DL-serine solutions,
SHG enabled the detection of homochiral microcrystals which
only lasted a few seconds before being converted to more stable
racemic polymorphic forms. In this case polarimetric analysis
was not required since the contrast was provided by the (non)-
centrosymmetry of both phases. The homochiral serine crystal
(space group P212121) has non-vanishing SHG tensor elements
while racemic DL-serine crystal (space group P21/n) has a null
SHG tensor due to inversion symmetry. Upon onset of crystal-
lization, both the enantiopure and racemic solutions showed
increasing SHG signals but these signals were localized in the
case of the racemic DL-serine. The SHG signal from the

Fig. 6 Dynamic angle-resolved SHS of ZIF-8 crystallization process
measured at an excitation wavelength of 1030 nm. (a) Angle-resolved SHS
pattern at different time intervals during the crystal growth were fitted to a
Rayleigh–Gans–Debye model for monodisperse spheres rendering particle
radius and concentration. (b) Particle radius (purple) and concentration (red)
as a function of time indicate growth by coalescence followed by monomer
growth. The time resolution is 3 seconds. (c) Depolarization ratio as a
function of time is in line with the formation of phase-pure ZIF-8 (Td).
The blue dotted line indicates the depolarization ratio for Td symmetry.
Adapted with permission from ref. 51. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature.
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homochiral L-serine solution continued to grow until reaching a
plateau while the racemic signal dropped back down to zero
after a few minutes. The data indicated that the racemic
cocrystal was energetically favored over conglomerates of homo-
chiral crystals under ambient conditions.77

SHG microscopy was also used by Wanapun et al. to
characterize early stages of nucleation and growth of pharma-
ceutical compounds griseofulvin and chlorpropamide. Their
work demonstrated that low detection limits were improved by
eight orders of magnitude relative to macroscopic averaging
techniques as well as five orders of magnitude relative to
optical microscopy. The detection limit was documented to
be approximately 1 in 10 billion by volume. Due to the high
contrast and low background noise of the SHG microscopy
images, real-time quantitative monitoring of nucleation and
growth rates as well as overall crystallization kinetics were
achievable. These quantities were obtained by using a
threshold-based imaging and particle counting software.
Differences in monitoring of crystal growth by SHG and
standard optical microscopy are illustrated in Fig. 7.78

Also in the field of pharmaceuticals, Sarkar et al. studied
amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) and poorly soluble active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) by SHG microscopy. The
understanding of the stability of the active ingredient plays a
crucial part for optimizing final dosage forms of the drug. X-Ray
powder diffraction (PXRD) is usually considered as the phar-
maceutical industry standard for detecting trace crystallinity
however this technique does not allow quantification at low
crystallinity and requires several milligrams of material for
analysis. In this work, the authors tracked single particles of
ritonavir ASDs by SHG microscopy. The high selectivity of SHG
provided high contrast imaging over a wide dynamic range. The
same field of view could be monitored over time and this also
provided heterogeneity information in crystal growth rates,
which would not be possible with other API analysis methods.
The sample volume used was also reduced substantially
(B50 fold).79

Sherman et al. integrated differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) with SHG microscopy. In the pharmaceutical industry,
there is a need for thoroughly mapping the phase space of
different drug candidates. DSC enables the detection of phase
transitions with good sensitivity. However, phase transitions in
crystals are stochastic and the nucleation needs to be studied
on a per-particle basis. The integration of a SHG microscope
with DSC would allow to monitor phase transitions of
individual particles and the combination of both instruments
was referred to as Stochastic differential scanning calorimetry
(SDSC).80

The authors measured phase transitions of supersaturated
solutions of urea and D-(+) trehalose dihydrate for benchmarking
the technique. The SHG imaging was sensitive to the packing
arrangements of the crystals and this would not be observable
with conventional microscopy. By coupling the structural data of
the SHG, it was shown that the DSC data can be disentangled
from its ensemble-averaged thermal response on a single-
particle basis. SDSC is proposed as a novel technique for the
characterization of single-particle transformations.

Conclusion and prospects

Although the majority of crystallization studies still rely on
characterization of the final product, the number of in situ
studies has soared over the last two decades. This has led to
important new insights in the pathways of nucleation and
crystallization of biominerals, ionic compounds, organics, polymers
and proteins. Only through a detailed understanding of the
mechanisms driving crystal formation, rational exploration of
the crystal phase space becomes attainable. Recent theoretical
and experimental developments in the field of nonlinear optics
highlight the potential for these techniques to advance this
endeavor.

A major advantage lays in the accessibility of sensitive
structural information in all stages of the crystallization process.
Through structural, size, concentration and morphological infor-
mation, a comprehensive picture into the complex dynamical

Fig. 7 SHG microscopy at 800 nm (left) images of chlorpropamide
crystallization showing the large improvement in sensitivity compared to
optical microscopy (right). A time resolution of 25 seconds between
captured images was used to observe the relatively fast kinetics of the
reaction. Reprinted with permission from ref. 78. Copyright 2010 American
Chemical Society.
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pathways leading to crystalline solids arises. In the earliest stages
the role and structure of clusters, which are thought to affect
nucleation and growth, can be probed by NLO scattering.
Nucleation events can be detected early on and can be studied
directly for processes involving burst nucleation. In later stages
SHS becomes surface-sensitive for centrosymmetric species,
providing unique insight in surface processes during growth.
For noncentrosymmetric crystals the combination of second-
and third-order scattering, with totally different symmetry
sensitivity, can provide insight in competing processes, and
intraparticle domain size and crystallinity. For larger particles,
SHG and THG microscopy allow determination of local symmetry
and lattice orientation, and discrimination of polymorphic forms
during growth.

NLO techniques are relatively simple bench-top techniques
that lend themselves perfectly to multi-parameter studies. This
opens perspectives for coupling with machine-learning driven
material discovery. This approach is bound to substitute trial-
and-error experimental exploration.81–83 Since this requires fast
and accessible characterization methods with access to
structural information, classical X-ray or neutron based diffraction
techniques at synchrotron facilities are however impractical due
to the limited time slots. The remarkable sensitivity of NLO
techniques to symmetry, definitely when second- and third-order
processes are combined, has strong potential for characterizing
structural changes in all stages of crystallization. Even when precise
structural characterization is not feasible, e.g. due to limited
information content in scattering studies, qualitative detection is
possible. Coupled to X-ray studies or techniques such as cryo-TEM,
this can aid in the identification of transient phases or unknown
polymorphs.

While crystallization studies based on harmonic light
generation give insight in the evolution of physical parameters
such as size, shape and structure, chemistry often play a vital
role as well. In some of the studies we discussed, MPE gave
insight in chemical changes. Recently, multimodal imaging
studies based on sum-frequency generation (SFG) and coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) elucidated surface crystal-
lization and dissolution phenomena in pharmaceutical
formulations.84–86 Together with stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS), which does not have the problems with nonresonant
backgrounds that tend to plague CARS, these NLO techniques
probe molecular vibrational modes and can hence provide key
chemical information during phase transformations. Just like
for sum-frequency scattering, theoretical studies indicate that
size information can be retrieved from angle-dependent SRS
measurements in solution.87,88 This offers the possibility of
simultaneously measuring size distributions for different
solution species by spectroscopic discrimination at different
angles.

For all these exciting prospects, a potential drawback that
needs to be investigated more thoroughly is the effect of intense
laser light on the crystallization process. Several studies have
shown that the use of intense nanosecond pulsed laser light,
even in the absence of photochemical effects, can influence
nucleation and even polymorph outcome for small organic

compounds.89–94 It should be noted that in NLO studies
femtosecond pulses are typically used. Recent work of the
group of Sylvie Roke has demonstrated that, by judicious choice
of laser frequency and pulse power, photodamage and thermal
effects can be avoided in biological systems, but it remains an
open question whether these observations are transferable to
crystallization studies.52,53 One has to remark that similar
effects play for other techniques (e.g. X-ray, TEM) as well, and
that useful mechanistic information can still conceivably be
extracted, even if some influence is present. Given their high
potential, we foresee a bright future for NLO techniques to
study crystallization processes, which will be of interest for the
entire crystal growth community.
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